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ABSTRACT
The emergence of 1960’s urban youth cultures signaled the fact that fixed
positions of gender and generation which had hitherto signposted key
stages of growing up as a boy or a girl, were becoming much more fluid
and negotiable, though with a very different impact on either side of
the class tracks. New idioms of masculinity and femininity were
becoming available to middle class adolescents en route to university,
articulated through ethno-biographic grids of vocation and career ; in
contrast their working class peers found themselves trapped in ever more
extended transitions from school to work at a time when l customary
codes of apprenticeship and inheritance were becoming increasingly
dysfunctional as de-industrialisation gathered pace and the culture of
manual labourism went into decline.
This lecture will argue that to grasp what is at stake in these shifts and
how they are expressed in the narrative grammar of coming of age
stories we need to recognise that life -historical conjunctures occur in
specific places as well as times; they map out a distinctive psycho-social
geography of memoryscapes and are articulated through distinctive
ethno-biographic codes which shape perceptions of the future. The paper
will draw on my research in East London since the 1970's and discuss
some of the issues, conceptual and methodological, raised by my ongoing
s inter-generational study of coming of age stories in East London.
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